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LONDON: Investors used to thinking that vast
quantities of cheap central bank money make
financial assets a one-way bet have had a rude
awakening in recent weeks, as that same conven-
tional wisdom created frailties in the functioning of
markets. The latest correction may look little more
than a blip in a eight-year rally. But it has exposed a
painful truth about an essential issue - liquidity.
Global central banks have pumped $11 trillion into
the economy since 2007. That abundance of cash
has made it harder for investors to sell their finan-
cial assets without triggering wild price swings.

The flood of liquidity helped drive asset prices to
record levels. It also convinced investors that prices,
in both safe-haven bonds and riskier equities,
would keep rising. The problem is that liquid mar-
kets by definition need to work both ways, and
increasingly investors find themselves all heading
the same way. Markets have become, in the jargon,
illiquid. “You are getting surprisingly large price
moves on very little news, and everyone is increas-
ingly conscious that the underlying cause is herd-
ing,” said Citi strategist Matt King. “These markets
that trend strongly are prone to abrupt reversals
almost without cause.”

For those invested in the more esoteric or high-

risk assets, like junk bonds and emerging-market
currencies, liquidity has never been taken for grant-
ed. Price volatility is commonplace. Now the sell-off
that began in euro zone bonds last month is show-
ing just how vulnerable perceived safe investments
can be.

Risk Models
Analysts have struggled to pin down the exact

trigger for the turnaround, but top-rated German
bond markets - where yields are negligible and
investors have strict loss limits - were at the epicen-
tre of the shock. JPMorgan said one consequence of
central bank largesse is that investors assume it
ushers in a period of calm on financial markets.
They apply ‘value-at-risk’ models that encourage
them to increase the size of their positions to reflect
the low volatility.

In the main, this has worked But the proliferation
of the models means that when sentiment changes
and everyone heads for the exit at the same time,
the results can be brutal. In October 2014, specula-
tive “shorts” - bets US Treasury bond prices would
fall - reached record levels, just before markets
swung sharply in the other direction, data from
CFTC, a US government agency that monitors

futures markets, showed
Three weeks ago, in Europe, the opposite hap-

pened. Investors though a 1 trillion-euro central
bank bond-buying program that began in March
would push yields ever closer to zero. But German
10-year yields have since jumped from a record low
0.05 percent in mid-April to a 2015 high of 0.80 per-
cent. “The extent of some of these intraday moves
has been enormous,” said Andrew Balls, head of
European portfolio management at PIMCO, who
oversees a team managing $400 billion. “It looks
like a symptom of a market where there’s less liq-
uidity, so you get these very significant moves.”

JPMorgan estimated one investor could have
traded 100 contracts of 30-year Bund futures in ear-
ly 2014 without moving the market significantly.
Now that number has fallen to 20 contracts. Thirty-
year Bund futures have plunged about 24 points, or
2,400 ticks, in the past three weeks. The liquidity
drought and increased volatility may have done
permanent damage to what was once considered a
rock-solid asset. “I think it is a fundamental change.
I don’t think we’ll go down to those levels again,
because everyone’s learned their lesson now,” said
Sandra Holdsworth, and investment manager at
Kames Capital. — Reuters 

Banks chase investor herd into liquidity trap

BEIJING/BRASILIA: France and China are
interested in expanding their cooperation to
win markets in Africa or Asia, French Foreign
Minister Laurent Fabius said yesterday as he
confirmed Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s
upcoming visit to Paris. “It is taken for grant-
ed that (Li) will travel to Paris and Toulouse at
the end of June, start of July,” the French
minister said during his 10th visit to China.
Fabius met Li in Beijing Friday in the
Zhongnanhai government enclave, near the
Forbidden City, to discuss topics for the
Chinese leader’s trip. It would in particular
include “the development of joint projects in
third markets, be they Asian or African mar-
kets,” said Fabius.

China faces serious industrial overcapaci-
ty and slowing domestic demand, which are
pushing its companies to expand their mar-
kets.  It could benefit from the expertise of
French groups in markets where they are
long-established. The two countries also
intend to strengthen cooperation in “food,
health, services, finance,” the minister said.

French investment in China jumped 29.8
percent year-on-year in the first four months
of 2015, Beijing said yesterday, and Chinese
investment in France has thrived, as evi-
denced by the acquisition of the iconic Club
Med by Chinese conglomerate Fosun. “The
volume of trade has also grown,” said Fabius.
France, however, still has a colossal trade
deficit of around €26 billion ($30 billion) a
year, “it is obviously necessary to gradually
reduce it”, he said.

In a meeting yesterday with Commerce
Minister Gao Hucheng, Fabius also “recalled
French expectations in aviation cooperation,”
according to an official source. European air-
craft manufacturer Airbus, based in Toulouse,
has a Chinese medium-haul A320 assembly
plant and has discussed with its Chinese part-
ners an expansion of their industrial coopera-
tion on the long-haul A330.

Meanwhile, China will invest $50 billion to
help overhaul Brazil’s ageing infrastructure,
the government here announced Thursday,
ahead of an official visit by Li. “There are $50
billion in new projects,” said Jose Graca Lima,
Brazil’s Undersecretary of State with special
responsibility for Asia and Oceania. “We shall
have to await the end of the visit to expand
upon which projects,” he said.

Battling a fifth straight year of poor
growth and engulfed in a political graft
scandal involving its state oil giant
Petrobras, Brazil is seeking to revamp sag-
ging infrastructure ahead of next year’s Rio
Olympics, the first Games to be held in
South America. A Brazilian government
source said Latin America’s biggest econo-
my was determined to overhaul its dilapi-

dated roads, railways, airports and ports. Li
arrives Tuesday in Brasilia on an official visit
and will also visit former capital Rio. The
Chinese premier will also visit Colombia,
Peru and Chile on a South American swing
aimed at building Beijing’s influence in the
region.

China has been Brazil’s chief trading
partner since 2009 and one of its main
sources of foreign investment. Bilateral
trade jumped by a factor of 13 between
2001 and 2013 when it reached $83.3 bil-
lion. Brazilian exports moreover outstripped
imports from China by $8.72 billion in 2013
as the South American giant benefited from
high Chinese demand for commodities.
That demand has since dipped, putting a
brake on Brazilian growth. — Agencies 
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Beijing to invest $50bn in Brazil

BEIJING: Chinese Premier Li Keqiang (right) shares a light moment with French
Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius during a meeting at the Zhongnanhai leader-
ship compound yesterday. — AFP 

TBILISI: President of the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) Suma Chakrabarti speaks during
his news conference yesterday. — AFP  

TBILISI: The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) promised yesterday more funds for ex-Soviet countries,
Central Europe, and Greece, but ruled out new investments in Russia
due to Western economic sanctions over Ukraine. “We have the
potential to expand our investment levels beyond what we are cur-
rently doing and we should use this opportunity where there is real
need and where there is real reform,” the EBRD’s President Suma
Chakrabarti said during the bank’s annual meeting held in the
Georgian capital Tbilisi.

He said the terms of EBRD’s investments pledged to Greece will
depend on the outcome of Athens’ talks with its creditors.”How much
we can do, how many projects, what sectors we can operate in”
would depend on the economic policy agreed to between the Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras’s radical leftist government and its creditors,
Chakrabarti added. “The need (for investments) is there and that is
why Greece became a country of operations for the EBRD this year,”
he said, adding that the bank has so far “started in a very small way.”

At Athens’ request, the London-based institution announced
in March the launch of a five-year investment program in Greece,
without specifying the volume of funds pledged. On Thursday,
the EBRD issued its first ever economic forecast for Greece, warn-
ing the country of another “major recession” if talks fail with the
International Monetary Fund and the European Union on a mini-
mum set of reforms required to unlock the bailout loan’s last
tranche of €7.2 billion ($8.2 billion). It said that the Greek econo-
my, which grew by 0.8 percent in 2014, would post zero growth
this year and expand by two percent in 2016, provided the nego-
tiations prove successful. — AFP
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